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No Money System Do you think its actually possible? Do you think you can actually make money on the

internet? Dot you think you can make money on the internet without having to invest in anything? Yes..

ANYTHING whatsoever? I didnt believe if at first. In fact I thought that everyone should AT LEAST have

basic website hosting? Or maybe they should at least have to buy a domain for their website or to store

their affiliate link right? Well it does not have to be the case. Not any more. You see a while back I set

myself a mission. A mission to find a way for any beginner to make money on the internet with as little

investment needed as possible. Whilst I wasnt brought up in a free world, a free internet world does exist.

For example, have you ever heard of open source software? Open source software is free software

developed by self-volunteered programmers who wanted to publicize their alternative solution to

expensive paid for programs such as Microsoft Office, Photoshop, DreamWeaver, with great solutions

like Open Office, GIMP, NVU, CoffeeCup and much more. So on the software side of things, a business

start up without investing in software is very possible. But what about everything else? What about the

making money side of things? Well, to get started all you really need is to sign up with an affiliate

merchant provide your home address so they can send you your checks and the rest is history. Most

product vendors want affiliates like YOU to come in freely and promote their high quality products so

paying to become part of an affiliate program is out of the equation! Okay lets move on to another

obstacle you may face. What about traffic for example? How do you get the good traffic to your site

without any money in your bank account? Well, believe it or not, there are several highly effective

methods of generating traffic that are not only FREE, but BETTER than the paid stuff! Let me give you an

example, article marketing. Now Im sure youve tried this before, or at least heard about it.. but for some

reason it didnt really kick off for you. But what if you were taught how to do it the right way from the start?

The right way being when you getting the right kind of people to your site or affiliate site and theyre ready

to buy? Dont you think your marketing efforts would be so much more easier? Let me give you another

example, video creation. Now before you run a mile, stop and read this.. video marketing is NOT hard..

especially when you know how to do it. Even better.. when you know how to do it effectively and for free.
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There are many sites and services avaliable on the Internet right now that allows you to distribute your

videos fast, efficiently and for free. And whats more.. now that you know that open source software exists

you know you can do it without burning a hole in your pocket! Isnt the free world great? :) Can you see

why I called this the No Money System? So with that in mind let me start by telling you what you DO NOT

need to make this work for you.. You DO NOT need to have your own product... You DO NOT need to

have your own website... You DO NOT need to have your own mailing list... You DO NOT need to have

any name recognition... You DO NOT need to have any joint venture partners... You DO NOT need to

have a niche... You DO NOT need to have extra money to spend on making this work And even if you are

an absolute beginner, you can succeed with this incredibly simple and proven system. Introducing The No

Money System Home Study Course.. I have put together for you a downloadable home study course that

includes 30 videos with about 289 minutes of total content, or almost 5 hours of step-by-step content.

This massive package shows people step-by-step a complete affiliate marketing system from start to

finish.
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